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Abstract. We prove new lower bounds for the complexity of polynomials, e.g., for polynomials 
with O-l-coefficients, divisors and multiples of given polynomials. Our results hold for computa- 
tions over an arbitrary field and cover all complexity measures. 
1. Introduction 
During the last twenty years many results on the complexity of evaluating poly- 
nomials have been proved but nevertheless very little is known about the complexity 
of polynomials with simple coefficients like rational numbers or elements of a finite 
field. 
In the present article we prove a rather general result (Theorem 2.1) on lower 
complexity bounds which hold for large classes of polynomials. It is independent 
of the characteristic of the underlying field, and it covers all the complexity measures 
which are usually considered. Several particular cases are discussed in order to 
obtain more precise results in specific situations, e.g., for polynomials with 0-L 
coefficients, for divisors and for multiples of a given polynomial. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on Theorem 3=2 which is the particular case 
of the Representation Theorem in [7] that we need for our application. 
We use the algebraic model of computations in G(x), given G and X, where G 
is an arbitrary field and x an indeterminate. The complexity measures Ltot , L+ , and 
LF respectively, count the number of all the arithmetical operations, the number of 
all additions/subtractions, and the number of all F-nonscalar operations, respec- 
tively, where F denotes a given subfield of G. For the details see [7]. 
Given a field G with subfield F, a complexity measure L E { Ltot, L,-, L,} and 
integers d, i we introduce the complexity boun 
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to( L, i, d) := 
in case L = L,,, , 
in case L = LF with finite F, (2.1) 
in case L = LF with infinite F 
orL=L+, 
where logarithms are taken to base 2. 
Theorem 2.1. Givenfields F c G c H, a complexity measure L C: {L,, , LF, L,}, integers 
i, d with 16s (lg d)2 S i s $d and d + 1 linear polynomial! h, ( yO, . . . , yd ) E H[ y] 
(K=o,..., d) there are at least (l -2-““)(“~‘) sets M c (0, . _ . , d} of size i with the 
property that every univariate polynomial f (x) = Cf=, fvxv E G[x] with 
(2.2) 
has complexity L( f ) > to( L, i, d ). 
ark. This theorem holds in the approximate sense too, i.e. if Theorem 2.1 shows 
L(f) > to, then L(g) > to holds for all polynomials g(x) = Es=, gVxy with coefficients 
in some Zariski-neighbourhood of (fO, . . . , fd). 
The proofs will be given in the next section. 
Theorem 2.1 has various applications which yield lower bounds for concrete 
situations. 
Corollary 2.2. Given L, i, d as in Theorem 2.1 and arbitrary values a, E G ( K = 
0 9=*.9 d) there are at least (l -2-‘/“)(“~‘) sets M c (0, . . . , d} of size i with the 
property that every polynomial f (x) = Cf=, fvxy with 
fK # aK (K E M), 
f 
(KgM) (K=O,...,d), 
K =a K 
has complexity L(f) > tO( L, i, d ). 
(2.3) 
roof. Apply Theorem 2.1 for the polynomials h, ( yO, . . . 9 yd) := y, - aK (K = 
0 9=**9 d). Then condition (2.2) is fulfilled by (2.3). cl 
We may interpret this corollary so: Given any polynomial g(x) = Cz_, a,x” E 
G[x], for almost all choices of i coefficients, every polynomial f which differs from 
g exactly at the i coefhcients chosen has complexity > to( L, i, d). 
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If we begin with all aK = 0 (all a, = 1 resp.) we get by altering i coefficients all 
the polynomials with O-l-coefficients and exactly i (d + 1 - i resp.) coefficients = 1. 
In this situation Corollary 2.2 yields Corollary 2.3. 
Cmollary 2.3. (a) Let m := min{ i, d + 1 - i} 3 (lg d)*. Then at least (I - 2-“/“)( $3 
0- 1 -polynomials of degree G d with exactly i coeficients = 1 have complexity L(f) > 
t,(L, m, d). 
(b) At/east (1-292 -d/‘6)2d+’ 0- 1 -polynomials of degree < d have complexity 
L(f) > t,(L, id, d). (2.4) 
Savage [4] has shown that every O-l-polynomial f of degree sd has complexity 
L,,,(f) = 0( d /lg d ). By (2.1), (2.4) we have for most of these polynomials 
L,,,(f) > to(Lm 24 4 = -2. 
Thus in case L = L,,, the bound (2.4) is of optimal order. 
In the case L = LF we get by the Paterson-Stockmeyer-algorithm [3] for O-l- 
polynomials of degree sd, LP(f) = O(a). By (2.1) and (2.4) we get that for most 
of these polynomials &(f) is of order a in the case when F is finite and L&f) 
is of order dm, respectively, for infinite fields R Therefore the bound (2.4) is 
optimal respectively optimal up +fi the factor J&Z 
In the case L = L, we have a different situation. Equations (2.1) and (2.4) yield 
a lower bound of order Jm, but the best known upper bound seems to be 
0( d /lg d ) (Savage algorithm). 
In the case of the characteristic(G) = 0 the lower bounds for L,,, , LF are known 
from [5] with even better constant factors. The lower bound on L+ improves the 
lower bound in [S] by a factor proportional to w. 
For the next application of Theorem 2.1 we use the values of tl:e polynomials 
under consideration. 
Corollary 2.4. Given L, i, d as in Theorem 2.1, d + 1 pairwise different points 
x0, . . . , xd E H and d + 1 arbitrary values a,, . . . , ad E H, there are at least 
(l-2-i’4)(df’) sets M c (0, . . . , d) of size i with the property that every polynomial 
f(x) =C”__, fVxV E G[x] with 
f(x#aK (KEM) ( 
K= 
o 
f(xK)=aK (KBM) 
, . . . 
has complexity L( f ) > to( L, i, d ). 
roof. Apply Theorem 2.1 in the case 
h,(yo, l l n , yd:= ; ~vC--~tc 
u=o 
Then h,(f,, . . . ,&) =f(x,J-aK and (2.5) is equivalent o (2.2). Zl 
3 a, (2.5) 
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Especially we may choose all a, =O. This leads to the following result on the 
complexity of divisors of :, given polynomial. 
orollary 2.5. Given L, i, as in Theorem 2.1 with fd < i < $d, for any normed 
polynomial g E G[x] of degree d + 1 with pairwise different zerces x0, . . , xd E G there 
are at least (l-2 8 2-d’“)(d3 d ecompositons g(x) = f’(x) l f’(x) with normed poly- 
nomials f, fll~ G[x] of degree i and d + I- i, respectively, where both factors have 
complexity L( f ) > to( L, f d, d ). 
roof. Given a set M c (0,. . . , d} of size i, define 
D(M):={f~G[x]~degf~d,f(x,)2O(~~M),f(x,)=O(k~M)). 
D(M) contains exactly the one normed divisor $’ of g which has precisely the 
d + I- i zeroes x, (K ti M) with g in common. By Corollary 2.4 for at least 
(l -2-‘/“)(“3 sets M, all polynomials f E D(M) have complexity L(f) > 
tO( L, i, d) > to( L, id, d 9. Hence at most 2-d’12(dT’) normed divisiors of degree 
d + 1 -i have complexity < to( L, id, d). In the same way we can argue for divisors 
of degree i and thexi combine these results. Cl 
Compare Lipton, Stockmeyer $2). 
A similar result ho!& for multiples of a given polynomial. 
Corollary 2.6. Given L, i, d as in Theorem 2.1, an integer r with r + 1~ i, a polynomial 
g E G[x] of degree r and d + 1 pairwise different points x0, . . . , xd E G with g(xK) # 0 
(K=o,... , d), defirie for a set M c (0,. . . , d} of size is 
Q(M):={9~G[x]~deg9~d-r,9(x,)#1(~~M),9(x,)=1(~~M)}. 
Then for at least (1 - 2-‘14 )(“t’) sets M, for every 9 E Q(M), the polynomial f(x) := 
g(x) l 9(x) has complexity L(f) > to( L, i, d ). 
Proof. The assumptions on r, i make sure that Q(M) # 8 and deg f s d. We get for 
any 9~ Q(M) 
f(xK) = g(xK) l 9(&9 # 9(x,) (K E M) 
f(xK)=g(xK) l 9(xK)=g(xK) (KG M) iK=o’*gm’d9 
and the assertion follows from Corollary 2.4 choosing aI, := g(x,J 0 
Compare Sieveking [6]. 
Obviously, there is a wide range of further applications. But it seems, at first 
glance, rather surprising that Theorem 2.1 allows lower bounds to also be obtained 
for the complexity of specific polynomials. As an example we have Corollary 2.7. 
.7. Suppose the field G is algebraically closed, E its primejeld. Then, given 
a complexity measure, L E ( Ltot, LE, LG, L++), an integer d 2 16, and a polynomial 
= I;‘:, g,x” c G[x] with symmetric Galois group, every normed divisor f of g 
fd < deg f 6 $d has complexity L(f) > to( L, id: d ). 
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roof. Let us denote F’ := E ( go, . . . , gd+,) and F” ihe splitting field of g in 6. By 
the assumption the Galois group Aut( F”, F’) is the fuli symmetric group, and given 
two normed divisors j”, f” of g of ahe same degree there is an automorphism 
q E Aut( F”, F’) which transforms J’ inp 3 f”. Let us denote by $ an extension of 9 
onto G. Then any computation for f’ in G(X) will be transformed by $ into a 
computation ofr of the same length. This implies that any two normed divisors 
of g of the same degree have the same complexity. By Corollary 2.5 there are for 
fd c i s $d normed divisors f of degree i with complexity L(f) > 10( L, $4 d). Thus 
all divisors of that degree have this complexity. •I 
For the Qstrowska measure LG a similar result has been proved independently 
by Heintz [ 11. Heintz has also pointed out that there are polynomials with symmetric 
Galois group and very small complexity. Corollary 2.7 shows that in spite of the 
small complexity of the polynclmial itself all divisors of reasonable degree are hard 
to compute. 
By arguments imilar to the above proof we may also derive lower bounds for 
the complexity :>f certain polynomials wit;: algebraic coefficients which are not 
covered by [7, Theorem 4.11. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
We fix fields E c F c G c H with E prime, H of infinite cardinality, a complexity 
measure L E {L,, , LF, L,}, integers i, al with 16 s (lg d)’ s i 4 $d and d + 1 linear 
polynomials 
h,(Yo, ’ l l ,Yd)EWYO,=-•,Ydl (K=%.=A 
and write to:= t,(L, i, d) for short (see (2.1)). 
The main step in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is to establish the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. There is a polynomial q E k![yO , . . . , yd ] of the form 
q&h***,yd)= M ; dlqM n htc(h,*~*,Yd) 
c .--*, KEM 
#M=i 
(3.1) 
with the properties 
(i) at least (1 -2~““)(“t’) coeficients qM are #O. (3.2) 
(ii) d.L=..,fd)=O h w enever the polynomial *f(x) = C%=-, fvxu E G[x] has com- 
plexity L(f) G to. 
Having this lemma the theorem is easy to prove: given the situation of the theorem 
choose a polynomial q according to Lemma 3.1. Then choose a set M’c (0,. . -, d} 
of size i such that the coefficient q M’ is #O. By (3.2) there are at least (1 -2-i’“)(d~i) 
possible choices for M’. 
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Let &f(x) = C~=JVxy E G[x] be a polynomial which fulfils (2.2) for := M’, i.e., 
Then 
,- 
- qM”’ l 
KE M’ 
and Lemma 3.I(ii) implies L(f) > i,, proving the theorem and the remark. 
For the proof of Lemma 3.1 we use the Representation Theorem (see [7]). For 
that purpose we remember briefly some facts from [7, Section 31. Let Q[u] denote 
the polynomial ring over the rational numbers in say r indeterminates. We denote 
by 1” the subring of Q[u] given by all polynomials that map Z’ into Z. With the 
polynomial ring G[y] in say s’ further indeterminates we form the tensor product 
A := I,@ G[y]. This ring is an I,,- and a G[y]-algebra too and allows a valuation 
degA. Futhermore, every element 
defines a mapping 
Z’X HS’+ HI (U, JJ)HC gj(U) _ hj(J’)- 
emark. It should be mentioned that in the case 
I,OG[y] is actually the polynomial ring G[u, y] 
of characteristic(G) = 0 the ring 
with the usual degree valuation. 
Readers not familiar with the tensor product may restrict themselves to that case. 
The subsequent Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from the Representation 
Theorem (see [7]) restricted to single univariate polynomials E G[x] of degree d. 
r:= &+2)(4)+ I), s:= 8(t,+ 1)+2. (3.3) 
Then there is a mapping 
@d := (90,. . .) (P~):Z’XG’XH~~+H~+’ 
L) c Z’ x G’ with theprope thatforeverypolynomialf(x) =xt=, fyxu E 
(f)< to there is /I (6, 6)~ 
(fO,-,.A& (3.4) 
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where the bar denotes the Zariski-closure with respect o coeficients in H. The Qo, belong 
to A := I, @ E [ v, w ], /here u, v collect r indeterminates each, w collects indeterminates, 
and their degree is bounded by 
(3.5) 
For the sets M(L) it holds that 
M( LF) = {O}r x Fr, M(L+)=Z’x{O}: 
(3.6) 
M&J c 04 11’ x VA 1~‘9 # M( L,,,) < ( t0+2)4(s,+? 
Equation (3.4) implies the weaker result that, for every polynomial 
f(x) = t ~,x”E G[x] with L(f)< to, 
u=o 
(3.7) 
holds. Obviously the mappings @d I,e)x(uIxH\ and @d 1 MtLlxw, respectively, are defined 
by the corresponding restrictions of the Q”. The Q~ themselves are elements of the 
ring IU 0 E [ v, w] and therefore the restrictions belong to rings of similar shape and 
the degree bound (3.5) holds for the restrictions, too. We will use this observation 
in the following way: 
(3.8a) Case L = L,,, or L = LF with finite F: We have M(L) c B’ x F’ and the 
m := #M(L) many restrictions @d~&l&H, (( 4 6) E M(L)) are given by the 
Qy(8, 6, w)&Z@F[w] (u=O ,..., d). 
This ring is built with n := s indeterminates. 
(3.8b) Case L= LF. with F injnite: We have M(L) = (0)‘~ F’ and @d]A:(L,xH, is 
given by the ~~(0, v, w) E Z@ E [ v, w]. This ring is built with n := r + s indeterminates. 
We define m := 1. 
(3.&c) Case L = L,: We have _M(!_) = Z’x (0)’ and @dIMIL,,F,V is given by the 
Q,( U, 0, W) E IU @ E[ w]. This ring is bulEt with n .- l  r + s interdeterminates. We define 
m:= 1. 
Together with Theorem 3.2 and (3.7) these considerations yield Lemma 3.3. 
a 3.3. There is CT ring A’ = I,@ G[v’, w’] built with altogether n indeterminates 
and there are m mappings 
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given by elements of A’ with the properties 
(i) degAP eAy s (4t,+ 5)d + 1 (all A, u), (3.9) 
(ii) Ui,=-,.Ltk CJ im (3.10) 
h=i 
holds for every polynomial f (x) = cf=, f $' E G[x] with complexity L(f) s to. 
To prove Lemma 3.1 we construct a polynomial q of the form (3.1) with the 
property (3.2) that vanishes on im 3I& for all A = 1, . . . , m, or, stated otherwise, for 
which 
q&b, l l ’ 9 tiAd)=O (A=I,...,m) (3.11) 
holds. Then Lemma 3.3(ii) implies Lemma 3.l(ii) and therefore Lemma 3.1 holds 
with that polynomial q. 
For the construction of q kve introduce the abbreviations 
E I= 2--i/4, c:= (4tO+5)d + 1 (see (3.9)). (3.12) 
We begin with an arbitrary polynomial q of the form (3.1): 
4(Yo, l l l 9 Yd = Mcg___,d) chf l-I k(Yo9 l * l 9 Ycd- 
KEM 
#M=i 
l-hen d&h. = l y Ad) is an element of A’ of degree sic. In A’ the elements of degree 
s ic form a vector space of dimension ( icz”). Let us denote by (xP 1 p == 1, . . . , ( icz”)) 
a basis of that space. Then q(&, . . . , qbAd) has a representation 
where the m( ici”) coefficients BAP are homogeneous 
coefficients qM of q itself. 
Below we will show the inequality 
E(~:‘) > m(“n+“). 
Then we have 
linear forms in the (“t ‘) 
(3.13) 
(“:I) = E(~:‘)+ (1 - E)(~.:‘) Z m(“,‘“) + (I - E)(~:*) 
and the number of coefficients q M exceeds the number of linear forms BhP by at 
least (1 - ~)(~:l). Therefore we can choose in the field H values for the q&/s such 
that 
(i) at least (1 - ~)(~f’) coefficients qM ,- ’ f0, and (3.14) 
(ii) ah BAP vanish, i.e. q(J/hO,. . . , t,i&) =o (A = 1,. . . , m). 
By E =2-i’4 (see (3.12)) (3.14) is the required property (3.1). 
It remains to show that the inequality (3.13) holds. We prove this for L = L,,,. In 
that case we have 16~ (Ig d)*< is $d, E = 2-i/4 (3.12), c < 4( t,+2)d (3.12), m = 
(L,,,) 6 ( to+2)4(ro+2) (3.$a), (3.6), n = s < 8( t,+2) (3.8a), (3.3) and izO( to+2) s 
i/lg d (2.1). 
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That yields for the left-hand side of (3.13) 
hence 
lg( &(d;l)) 2 ii. (3.15) 
For the right-hand side of (3.13) we use to+ 2 s i s $.f which yields m G d4(‘o+‘) and 
cs3d2. Then we get 
m ~m((ic)“+~)~2m(ic)“~2m(~d~3d2)“~2”+’ l ma d3”. 
Hence 
Ig( m(y)) <n+l+lgm+3nlgd 
<8(t,++2)+4&,+2) lg d +24(t,+2) lg d 
<3o(r,+2) lg d (lg d 34) 
s! i -*lgd=$. 
4 lg d 
For the other complexity measures the proof follows the same lines, merely 
changing the actual values of to, m, n. 
The methods used in this section have further applications, e.g., we can show 
that almost all n x n x n tensors with O-l-coefficients have maximal rank [S]. 
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